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. . .as summarized by Smith Shellnut Wilson

Equity Markets 

 Both U.S. and international stocks fell last week, including China entering a bear
market, as trade tensions continued to weigh on investor sentiment.

6/22 Close 6/29 Close Price Change 
Dow Jones 24,581 24,271 Down 1.3%
S&P 500 2,755 2,718 Down 1.3%
NASDAQ 7,693 7,510 Down 2.4%
KBW Bank Index 106.69 103.89 Down 2.6%

Financials 

 Regulators closed no additional banks last week, leaving year-to-date closures at zero.

 Bank stocks hit the longest losing streak on record last week, falling for 12 consecutive
days; banks have endured pressure from a flattening yield curve, with losses coming
ahead of the final phase of the Federal Reserve’s annual stress test and waning
consumer confidence.

Credit Markets  

 Investors took a moderate turn to safe haven assets for a second consecutive week as
risk asset returns remain relatively depressed.

6/22 Close 6/29 Close Yield Change 
3-month Tsy 1.91% 1.92% Up 1 bp
2-year Tsy 2.54% 2.53% Down 1 bp
5-year Tsy 2.77% 2.74% Down 3 bps
10-year Tsy 2.89% 2.86% Down 3 bps

 The U.S. treasury curve continues to flatten, as the gap between 2- and 10-year yields
reached a new year-to-date low last week prompting several Wall Street firms to cut or
question their year-end forecasts.

 Investor appetite for junk debt – lower quality debt – is shrinking its premium over 
investment grade debt to the lowest level on record, adjusted for leverage, according 
to analysis from Strategas Research Partners. “This shows that the market is no longer 
rewarding investment-grade companies for being investment-grade in name,” said 
Thomas Tzitzouris, chief fixed-income analyst at the U.S. broker-dealer.
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Treasury/Fed/Administration/Congress 

 President Donald Trump’s top economic adviser urged the Federal Reserve to raise
interest rates “very slowly”, ignoring the practice from preceding administrations of
avoiding comments on monetary policy out of respect for the U.S. central bank’s
independence.

Economy 

 The global economy is showing the first signs of damage as a brewing trade war rattles
financial markets and lowers corporate confidence. The escalating actions and threats
between the U.S. and its major trading partners, including China and the European Union,
pose one of the biggest threats to global growth.

 The U.S. economy expanded in the first quarter at a slower pace than previously estimated
amid the weakest performance in consumer spending in nearly five years, according to
Commerce Department data released last week; gross domestic product grew at a 2.0%
annualized rate, revised downward from 2.2%, while consumer spending, the largest part
of the economy, rose 0.9%.

 U.S. consumer sentiment eased in June as Americans became less optimistic for the
economy and income growth, according to figures Tuesday from the New York-based
Conference Board.

 Home prices in the U.S. continued to advance at a solid, albeit a touch slower, pace in
April, reflecting lingering inventory shortages, according to S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller
data; the national home-price gauge advanced 6.4% in April on a year-over-year basis.

 U.S. purchases of new homes advanced in May to a six-month high as sales in the South
increased to the fastest pace since 2007, according to government data released last
week.

 U.S. purchases of previously-owned homes declined for a second consecutive month,
falling 0.5% in May as potential home buyers pulled back from a pricey and competitive
housing market.

This Week 

Economic data scheduled to be released this week include factory orders, durable goods orders 
and employment statistics. 

Quote 

“When two men in business always agree, one of them is unnecessary.” 

- - Ezra Pound 

The source for the information above is Bloomberg News unless otherwise noted. 




